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QUESTION 1
Which multipath software do OpenVMS and Tru64 UNIX use?
A. QLogic multipath driver
B. MPIO
C. PVLinks
D. OS native failover
Answer: D
QUESTION 2
In the port error statistics of a Fibre Channel switch port where an HBA is connected,
you discover a high ENC_IN (encoding error in frame) count. What are possible causes?
(Select three.)
A. switch transmitter
B. cable
C. HBA transmitter
D. HBA receiver
E. HBA
F. switch receiver
G. switch
Answer: B,C,F
QUESTION 3
Certkiller .com requests a replacement of B-series switches with M-series switches in the
configuration shown in the exhibit. Why is it not possible to fulfill the customer's request
as a supported solution?
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A. Ring topology requires an uneven number of switches.
B. Only Brocade supports a ring topology.
C. The maximum number of switch hops is three.
D. A minimum of two inter-switch links is required.
Answer: C
QUESTION 4
Which firmware version is recommended in a mixed 1Gb/s and 2Gb/s M-series fabric?
A. most current firmware version whether it is a 1 or 2 Gb/s switch
B. most current firmware version on the 2 Gb/s switches only
C. There are no firmware version restrictions.
D. a special multi-speed firmware version
Answer: A
QUESTION 5
In a Windows environment, when is full-featured MPIO required?
A. when using storage arrays that support active/passive failover
B. when using storage arrays that use asynchronous data replication
C. when using storage arrays that support active/active failover
D. when using storage arrays in a single path configuration
Answer: C
QUESTION 6
What happens if you add a switch with an active zone configuration to a zoned fabric?
A. Zones are automatically merged if they are not overlapping.
B. All zones are disabled.
C. The fabric becomes segmented.
D. The whole fabric becomes disabled.
Answer: C
QUESTION 7
Which tool can be used for the basic configuration of single B-Series switches?
A. High Availability Fabric Manager
B. Enterprise Fabric Connectivity Manager Basic
C. Edge Switch Configurator
D. Web Tools
Answer: D
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